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1. Over the last 2 months which topics have generated the most energetic discussion between the Board and 
Management? 

A key topic that the Board deliberate over are the valuations, in order to ensure they are neither over conservative 
nor too high. This is especially important when the value can be quite subjective and cannot be calibrated to a price 
of recent funding round. The Board discuss with the Manager to ensure valuations are sensible and reasonable. 
Another key topic of deliberation is managing the liquidity within the fund. The fund paying out dividends and 
providing buybacks is managed against its ability to support the existing portfolio and make new investments.  
 

2. The technology sector is overvalued and due a correction, isn’t it? 
Not in a major way. The largest companies in the tech sector often benefit from compounding network effects where 
their dominance is reinforced as they scale, and so we see these high multiples sustaining, although the precise level 
will vary. It is also the case that the companies we are investing in grow 50-100% per annum (sometimes more), and 
so the value created is driven by the underlying growth of the company rather than low entry valuations. The price 
paid for a business upon initial investment is far less relevant than how much that business is worth at exit. One 
should remain disciplined, which is why the Manager has a tough investment committee process for all new 
investments. 
 

3. Given the performance of the company, should shareholders expect a special dividend payment this year? 
A special dividend is a distribution of cash and is therefore paid when the fund has a surplus of cash. The Board would 
therefore consider liquidity before announcing a special dividend and would analyse the expected cash flow to 
support this decision. The fund has done extremely well this year; however, it is important to note that increases in 
valuations in this case are not the results of exits, and therefore no proceeds have been realised. We are therefore 
not in a position with Enterprise to pay out a special dividend.   
 

4. How does Albion pick the winners that it has had recently? 
Picking winners is at the core strategy of Albion. The process includes originating deals, finding the right one, and 
then backing it through to an exit opportunity.  Albion looks for spaces where it believes markets will be created, and 
new products can have a big and significant impact on the economy. Albion employs a strategy where different 
members of the team are assigned specialities and perform deep dives into Technology sub-sectors to develop an 
investment thesis. Albion’s specialist team members are constantly thinking about how the world is changing (e.g., 
Albion were one of the earliest investors to focus on digital health ten years ago and were also early to focus on B2B 
software). 
 

5. If a company IPOs, will you sell the stake or hold listed equities too? 
At the heart of this proposition is the belief that maximising value for investors is driven by being able to back 
winners through their growth cycle. An IPO can either be an exit opportunity or a fundraising to deliver further 
growth. An IPO triggers an investment decision, hold if the growth opportunity continues to be compelling or sell if it 
is not. 
 

6. How does the uncertain outlook for inflation affect the investment strategy? 
There is a broad range of views on inflation from economists at the moment, with differing views on the short and 
long term outlook. However, even with the overall uncertain outlook, a broader point is that pricing of technology 
should be relatively resistant to inflation. The contracts with customers are often annual contracts which should have 
built into them to increase along with RPI. Therefore, the strategy is well placed for inflation.  



This Q&A is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer to invest in the Company. This Q&A has not been audited 

and nothing in this Q&A constitutes tax, legal or investment advice. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and an investor may not get 

back the original amount invested. 

7. What is the pipeline of new investments looking like? 
Overall the pipeline is strong. The best way to evidence this is to look at the new investment activity post year end. 
There have been four new investments which speaks to an active pipeline. There are also further investments being 
looked into. A key mention here is that supporting the existing portfolio is also important. The Board are encouraged 
by number of opportunities to deploy any exit proceeds and any further cash from future fundraisings.  
 

8. Are you expecting any change in tax/regulations from the Government on VCT's and if so, are they 
influencing the decisions you are taking? 

The key question is are VCTs delivering to the government what they have asked, and the answer is yes. VCTs are 
backing businesses that employ people and help the economy and society grow. Albion engages with Treasury 
through the VCTA and there is regular reporting at industry level on investment activity. Real value can be seen in 
what VCTs do. As we emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic, Albion believes VCTs could be part of solution to help the 
economy recover and begin to grow.  
 

9. Is the Board concerned about the ‘sunset clause’ in 2025? 
The ‘sunset clause’ in 2025 was a European state aid requirement when the VCT scheme received state aid approval. 
It will require a small legislation change for VCT’s to continue to receive upfront tax relief thereafter. We anticipate a 
review by the government of all tax-based schemes in the run up to 2025. The Board considers that the Company, 
and VCTs more generally, are successfully delivering against the government’s mandate, which is to channel money 
into higher-risk, early-stage businesses. However, due to Covid-19 especially, there is the risk that the government, 
under pressure, could react unpredictably. Albion is represented on the relevant committees of the VCTA, BVCA and 
AIC working to demonstrate to government the positive contributions that the VCT sectors plays in society. 
 

10. Will the Albion VCTs be fundraising? 
Albion and the Boards look at each VCT on a case-by-case basis, with key focus on future cash requirements. Albion 
are looking to recommend to Boards in the final quarter of this year whether they should fundraise, and what the 
appropriate amount would be, and would then launch any Top Up Offers early in January. 
 


